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What's Goin' On?
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Employee Of The Month (APRIL)
Alex Baggio

Competitions
Quiet month on podium
Let's get this back up & running!

Congratulations to Alex on being
selected as the employee of the
month for April.
Alex started with us a removals
jockey, where he quickly showed a
great attitude and a thirst for hard
work.
After a few months here we put
him in to get his truck license. He
has been thrown around and has
had a taste of just about everything
we do.
We love your attitude and your
willingness to help where needed.
He loves his Melbourne Victory and
a free feed

Punters Club Results

27 Members
12 weeks of betting.
Looking good so far but a long
way to go.
Recognition

Jon Mamo
Got recognition last month as
well. Has being a great
acquisition to the team. Helps
when asked and is super reliable

A word from....
Word From Ops
Another great month done! Few short weeks and easter kept everyone
nice and busy! We got it done! Awesome effort from everyone, we all
worked together and got a good result.
Jack “aka” Leggs, changed the date for the paintball 300 times and
kept everyone guessing when its actually going to happen! New date
is locked in for 14/5/22 please get your name on the sign up sheet if you
want to attend, will be a fantastic day and if its not we can hold Jack
down and shoot him!!
“The Don” went on the trip of a lifetime! Started with packing the car
and new caravan in the pouring rain, had a good drive down to the
caravan park in port fairy, arrives to a “caravan park” that was built for a
dog trailer, takes 3 hours to find his site, finally backs it in, then goes to
unhitch the car and forgets the jockey wheel!
The caravan ends up on the floor and it took the whole caravan park to
help him lift it back off the floor! Good way to make some new friends,
he did have to buy them all a beer at the pub!

Word from the Warehouse
As another month comes to a close, all is well in the warehouse. The future is
looking bright with the long-awaited bigger boat in progress.
The Warehouse never stops, I would like to say a big thank you to the
warehouse staff, for continually contributing 100% we appreciate all of you.
This month the warehouse has had two new additions to the team, Paul,
Simon, Jason, welcome aboard! We hope you enjoy working with us.
Lucky the weather is getting cooler because Leigh’s double nozzle fly spray
is running low.

A word from....
Word from Sales

Thank you all for the amazing effort in this challenging
times.
The other day I was visiting a channel partner in Port
Melbourne and talking to the staff members behind the
desk there. I was very happy to hear the positive comments
on how different, meaning more careful and professional,
the Sadler’s Boys are in comparison with other providers. At
that very moment the sun went dark, a huge shadow
appeared on our faces, it was Daniel Parkers parking his 14
tonne truck expertly right next to the building and
reversing into the tight space in the most professional and
caring way.
He came out of the vehicle, looking like a million dollar and
smiling to the world. Still looking tough!!
That was a very proud moment for me.
Thank you, guys, for looking after our channel partners in
the way you do. It is so important and appreciated. Those
relationships are growing stronger and stronger every year.
Our partners have been there for years, and because of
what you do and the way you do it, they will be there for
many years to come.

A word from....
The Boss

Well its been a long time in the making but we finally have great
news in regards to our home for 2023 and beyond!!!
The lease is signed. 25,000 square metres - Middle Road Derrimut. For
those that want context - look for the Remand Centre Derrimut. We
will be commencing our move in there in March of 23’.
It is so bloody exciting. Great location. Great amount of space and a
great opportunity for us to honour the most important assets in our
business, our on road and in warehouse people. There’s so much to
tell in terms of our plans and this forum wont do it justice, however,
make sure you keep an eye on the socials to look for updates. The
Great Man Stanno is flying down on over the weekend to get
together with The Greatest Man of all Johno to do some filming.
Johno doesn’t know how to do a serious video, so I am sure there will
be some fun in there.
But of course, there’s plenty of work to do and plenty of extra hours to
be done. Make sure those interested in how the gym is set up get
chatting to Jack Collins - Dyllon wanted too many mirrors in there, so
we turned to a more sensible and better-looking option - JACKS GYM!
Over and out - keep up the amazing work and get amongst the
excitement of our new place.

PST SOCIAL
Current Social Club Members #62
Social Club Balance: $1,355.75

EVENTS COMING UP!

06.05

21.05

JT BBQ

MICROS
DINNER

Upcoming Events
EVERY FRIDAY - SOCIAL
CLUB ARVOS
ROTATING WEDNESDAY
MORNING COFFEE ON THE
BOSS

Saturday 18th of
June Trivia night
is happening!

PARTNERS WELCOME

PST SOCCER TEAM
Season is over, the team had great fun, we
will see what we do for another season

Joke of the month
Somebody should market a beer
called “Occasionally”.
So when asked, I can say, “I only
drink occasionally”.

Birthdays Of The Month

02.05

03.05

08.05

Melissa
Drewitt

Thomas Smith

Daniel Holroyd

05.05
Andrew Faint

22.05

28.05

Ariu Ariu

Jacob Hamilton

We're looking for more people
to join our growing team
APPLY AT
petersadler.com/jobs

PST CUSTOMER
OF THE MONTH!
Burnley brewing is an award-winning independently owned
brewery, owned and operated by Hoiberg and Michael Stanzel.
Their mission is to combine traditional german beer making with
Melbourne funk.
Michael, is the head brewer, began learning the craft before he
could even drink beer. He is the first Australian to have studied
traditional German brewing methods, known as ausbildung als
brauer und mälzer.
Chloe is all hands on with sales, collab’s and running all things
creative. Burnley brewing focuses on making a wide variety of
beers using traditional german brewing methods in a market that
attracts beer lovers from all corners. The team is always pulling
together to brew new and exciting beers.
Please head to their bridge road, Richmond HQ where they pour
freshly brewed beers straight from tanks and serve delicious
meals
We thank Chloe and Michael for the enthusiasm and support they
show for Peter Sadler Removals & Logistics.

www.burnleybrewing.com.au

PODIUM $$ BONUS!
Every month the people with the most
podium reviews receive $$$ bonus!
KEEP IT UP TEAM!

We have UPPED the reward.

REFER A FRIEND AND RECIEVE

$50
ONCE HIRED

$200
AT ONE MONTH

$1,000
AT SIX MONTHS

Follow us on social
@petersadlerremovals

